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iiAbstrakt
Data Mining als Mittel zur Datenauswertung nimmt aufgrund immer gr¨ oßerer
Datenmengen ebenfalls einen gr¨ oßeren Stellenwert ein. Ein Teil davon ist die
Mustererkennung. Muster auf Zeitdaten (Sequenzmuster bzw. sequenzielle
Regeln) beinhalten statistische Informationen, die in Tabellenform nicht die
wichtigsten Informationen sofort sichtbar machen k¨ onnen.
Beispiele f¨ ur solche zeitabh¨ angigen Wenn-Dann-Regeln sind zusammenh¨ angende
Schadensf¨ alle bei Systemen oder erneute K¨ aufe eines Kunden im selben Super-
markt.
Ein Szenario wird beschrieben, bei dem die Anzahl der sequenziellen Regeln und
deren L¨ ange ungef¨ ahr bekannt ist. Existierende Darstellungsm¨ oglichkeiten bieten
keine zufriedenstellende L¨ osung. Die vorliegende Diplomarbeit zeigt eine L¨ osung
f¨ ur dieses Problem.
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ix1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Data collection in large databases is a common behaviour today. Data mining is
used to transform such data into business value. Interesting patterns might be
found: What items are bought together, what breaks more often than expected,
what people do often meet?
Patterns can contain timing information that can be used to learn from the
past and predict potential future scenarios. To help understand such sequential
patterns, visualization methods are of use.
This thesis describes how sequential patterns can be presented graphically.
1.2 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 gives an overview of data mining and what it is used for. It goes into
more details for associations and sequences. The next chapter, Chapter 3, talks
about visualization, its goals, quality and screen design elements. Chapter 4
concentrates on existing visualizations of sequential patterns and alike. They
are judged based on criteria given in the previous chapter. In Chapter 5, a new
concept for graphical presentation of sequential patterns is described for use cases
of a given scenario. Existing visualizations do not fulﬁll the requirements for that
scenario. The last chapter summarizes this thesis.
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Intuition becomes increasingly valuable in the new information society precisely
because there is so much data.
John Naisbitt
2.1 Introduction to Data Mining
Data mining, also known as knowledge-discovery in databases (KDD), is the prac-
tice of automatically searching large stores of data for patterns. To do this, data
mining uses computational techniques from statistics and pattern recognition
[unk].
Data mining has been deﬁned as “The nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously
unknown, and potentially useful information from data” [FPSM92] and “The
science of extracting useful information from large data sets or databases” [DH01].
Although it is usually used in relation to analysis of data, data mining, like
artiﬁcial intelligence, is an umbrella term and is used with varied meaning in a
wide range of contexts.
A simple example of data mining is its use in a retail sales department. If a
store tracks the purchases of a customer and notices that a customer buys a
lot of silk shirts, the data mining system will make a correlation between that
customer and silk shirts. The sales department will look at that information
and may begin direct mail marketing of silk shirts to that customer, or it may
alternatively attempt to get the customer to buy a wider range of products.
In this case, the data mining system used by the retail store discovered new
information about the customer that was previously unknown to the company.
Another widely used (though hypothetical) example is that of a very large chain
of supermarkets. Through intensive analysis of the transactions and the goods
bought over a period of time, analysts found that beers and diapers were often
bought together. Though explaining this interrelation might be diﬃcult, taking
advantage of it, on the other hand, should not be hard (e.g. placing the high-
proﬁt diapers next to the high-proﬁt beers). This technique is often referred to
as “Market Basket Analysis”.
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In statistical analyses in which there is no underlying theoretical model, data
mining is often approximated via stepwise regression methods wherein the space
of 2k possible relationships between a single outcome variable and k potential
explanatory variables is smartly searched. With the advent of grid computing, it
became possible (when k is less than approximately 40) to examine all 2k models.
This procedure is called all subsets or exhaustive regression. Some of the ﬁrst
applications of exhaustive regression involved the study of clinical data.[RYD+03]
2.2 The Data Mining Process
As outlined in Chapter 2.1, Data Mining is not just one step or phase, but
a process of multiple steps. Several process models were developed, such as the
incremental model [FPSSU96], CRISP-DM [CRI00], or the 6-step DMKD [PJ05].
They diﬀer in number, content and connection of their steps. The CRISP-DM
reference model as shown in Figure 2.1 is explained here in detail, based on its
documentation.
Business
Understanding
Deployment
Data
Understanding
Data
Preparation
Modeling
Evaluation
Data
Figure 2.1: Phases of the CRISP-DM Reference Model [CRI00]
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The life cycle of a data mining project consists of six phases. The sequence
of the phases is not strict. Moving back and forth between diﬀerent phases is
always required. It depends on the outcome of each phase which phase, or which
particular task of a phase, that has to be performed next. The arrows indicate
the most important and frequent dependencies between phases.
The outer circle in the ﬁgure symbolizes the cyclic nature of data mining itself.
A data mining process continues after a solution has been deployed. The lessons
learned during the process can trigger new, often more focused business questions.
Subsequent data mining projects will beneﬁt from the experiences of previous
ones.
Below follows a brief outline of the phases:
Business Understanding This initial phase focuses on understanding the
project objectives and requirements from a business perspective, and then con-
verting this knowledge into a data mining problem deﬁnition, and a preliminary
plan designed to achieve the objectives.
Data Understanding The data understanding phase starts with an initial data
collection and proceeds with activities in order to get familiar with the data, to
identify data quality problems, to discover ﬁrst insights into the data, or to detect
interesting subsets to form hypotheses for hidden information.
Data Preparation The data preparation phase covers all activities to construct
the ﬁnal dataset (data that will be fed into the modeling tool(s)) from the initial
raw data. Data preparation tasks are likely to be performed multiple times, and
not in any prescribed order. Tasks include table, record, and attribute selection
as well as transformation and cleaning of data for modeling tools [Pyl99].
Modeling In this phase, various modeling techniques are selected and applied,
and their parameters are calibrated to optimal values. Typically, there are sev-
eral techniques for the same data mining problem type. Some techniques have
speciﬁc requirements on the form of data. Therefore, stepping back to the data
preparation phase is often needed.
Evaluation At this stage in the project a model has been build (or several) that
appears to have high quality, from a data analysis perspective. Before proceeding
to ﬁnal deployment of the model, it is important to more thoroughly evaluate the
model, and review the steps executed to construct the model, to be certain it
properly achieves the business objectives. A key objective is to determine if
there is some important business issue that has not been suﬃciently considered.
At the end of this phase, a decision on the use of the data mining results should
be reached. In this thesis, the main focus is visualization, which belongs to
evaluation.
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Deployment Creation of the model is generally not the end of the project. Even
if the purpose of the model is to increase knowledge of the data, the knowledge
gained will need to be organized and presented in a way that the customer can
use it. Depending on the requirements, the deployment phase can be as simple
as generating a report or as complex as implementing a repeatable data mining
process. In many cases it will be the business user, not the data analyst, who
will carry out the deployment steps. However, even if the analyst will not carry
out the deployment eﬀort it is important for the customer to understand up front
what actions will need to be carried out in order to actually make use of the
created models.
2.3 Machine Learning
Machine learning is an area of artiﬁcial intelligence concerned with the develop-
ment of techniques which allow computers to “learn”. More speciﬁcally, machine
learning is a method for creating computer programs by the analysis of data
sets. Machine learning overlaps heavily with statistics, since both ﬁelds study
the analysis of data, but unlike statistics, machine learning is concerned with
the algorithmic complexity of computational implementations. Many inference
problems turn out to be NP-hard, so part of machine learning research is the
development of tractable approximate inference algorithms [unk].
Machine learning has a wide spectrum of applications including search engines,
medical diagnosis, detecting credit card fraud, stock market analysis, classifying
DNA sequences, speech and handwriting recognition, game playing and robot
locomotion.
Machine learning algorithms are organized into a taxonomy, based on the desired
outcome of the algorithm. Common algorithm types include:
• supervised learning—where the algorithm generates a function that maps
inputs to desired outputs. One standard formulation of the supervised
learning task is the classiﬁcation problem: the learner is required to
learn (to approximate the behavior of) a function which maps a vector
[X1,X2,...XN] into one of several classes by looking at several input-output
examples of the function.
• unsupervised learning—which models a set of inputs: labeled examples are
not available.
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2.3.1 Supervised Learning
2.3.1.1 Overview
Supervised learning is a machine learning technique for creating a function from
training data. The training data consist of pairs of input objects (typically vec-
tors), and desired outputs. The output of the function can be a continuous value
(called regression), or can predict a class label of the input object (called classiﬁ-
cation). The task of the supervised learner is to predict the value of the function
for any valid input object after having seen only a small number of training ex-
amples (i.e. pairs of input and target output). To achieve this, the learner has
to generalize from the presented data to unseen situations in a “reasonable” way
[unk].
Supervised learning can generate models of two types. Most commonly, super-
vised learning generates a global model that maps input objects to desired out-
puts. In some cases, however, the map is implemented as a set of local models
(such as in case-based reasoning or the nearest neighbor algorithm).
2.3.1.2 Empirical Risk Minimization
The goal of supervised learning of a global model is to ﬁnd a function g, given a
set of points of the form (x,g(x)) [unk].
It is assumed that the set of points for which the behavior of g is known is an
sample drawn according to an unknown probability distribution p of a larger,
possibly inﬁnite, population. Furthermore, one assumes the existence of a task-
speciﬁc loss function L of type
L : Y × Y → R
+
where Y is the codomain of g and L maps into the nonnegative real numbers
(further restrictions may be placed on L). The quantity L(z,y) is the loss incurred
by predicting z as the value of g at a given point when the true value is y.
The risk associated with a function f is then deﬁned as the expectation of the
loss function, as follows:
R(f) =
X
i
L(f(xi),g(xi)) p(xi)
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if the probability distribution p is discrete (the analogous continuous case employs
a deﬁnite integral and a probability density function).
The goal is now to ﬁnd a function f∗ among a ﬁxed subclass of functions for
which the risk R(f∗) is minimal.
However, since the behavior of g is generally only known for a ﬁnite sequence of
points (x1,y1),...,(xn,yn), one can only approximate the true risk, for example
with the empirical risk:
˜ Rn(f) =
1
n
n X
i=1
L(f(xi),yi)
Selecting the function f∗ that minimizes the empirical risk is known as the princi-
ple of empirical risk minimization. Statistical learning theory investigates under
what conditions empirical risk minimization is admissible and how good the ap-
proximations can be expected to be.
2.3.2 Unsupervised Learning
Unsupervised learning is a method of machine learning where a model is ﬁt to
observations [unk]. It is distinguished from supervised learning by the fact that
there is not a priori output. In unsupervised learning, a data set of input objects
is gathered. Unsupervised learning then typically treats input objects as a set of
random variables. A joint density model is then built for the data set.
Unsupervised learning can be used in conjunction with Bayesian inference to
produce conditional probabilities (i.e. supervised learning) for any of the random
variables given the others.
Another form of unsupervised learning is clustering, which is sometimes not prob-
abilistic. Associations and sequential patterns are explained in more detail in the
next sections.
2.4 Associations
Market Basket Analysis might be the best-known usage of associations: looking
for items (for example A or B) that are often bought together (itemset contains
AB) in one transaction. According to [AS94], the problem of discovering all
association rules can be decomposed into two subproblems:
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1. Find all sets of items (itemsets) that have transaction support above min-
imum support. The support for an itemset is the number of transactions
that contain the itemset. Itemsets with minimum support are called large
itemsets, and all others small itemsets. Apriori is one of the algorithms for
solving this problem.
2. Use the large itemsets to generate the desired rules. The general idea is
that if, say, ABCD and AB are large itemsets, then we can determine if
the rule AB → CD holds by computing the ratio conf =
support(ABCD)
support(AB) . If
conf ≥ minconf then the rule holds. (The rule will surely have minimum
support because ABCD is large.)
In addition to conﬁdence and support, the lift is another measure of interest:
lift(A → B) =
support(A → B)
support(A) × support(B)
=
conf(A → B)
support(B)
Table 2.1 gives an example of association rules, sorted by support. There is no
general rule or rule of thumb that says, at which values for support, conﬁdence,
or lift an association rule is of interest to a user—their “interestingness” depends
on the context. For example, the rule [Detergent] ==> [Lemonade] has the
highest possible value for conﬁdence (100%, so whenever Detergent is bought,
also Lemonade is bought), but maybe because of its “average” support or reasons
out of scope of these rules, this particular rule might not be of interest.
Table 2.1: Example of Association Rules for Market Basket Analysis
Association Rule Support Conﬁdence Lift
[Toy car] ==> [Cream] 7.49% 43.48% 2.47
[Cream] ==> [Toy car] 7.49% 42.55% 2.47
[Puzzle (1000 p.)] ==> [Toy car] 5.24% 48.28% 2.80
[Toy car] ==> [Puzzle (1000 p.)] 5.24% 30.43% 2.80
[Mineral water] ==> [Lemonade] 4.49% 38.71% 2.11
[Mineral water] ==> [Apple juice] 3.75% 32.26% 5.74
[Apple juice] ==> [Mineral water] 3.75% 66.67% 5.74
[Mineral water] ==> [Soap A] 3.75% 32.26% 6.15
[Detergent] ==> [Lemonade] 3.75% 100.00% 5.45
[Soap A] ==> [Mineral water] 3.75% 71.43% 6.15
2.5 Sequential Patterns
In case customers return to the same market and contine to buy items, intra-
transaction patterns like for associations can be extended to inter-transaction
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patterns called sequential patterns. The AprioriAll algorithm for detecting those
patterns as described in [AS95] consists of three phases:
1. Item Set Phase, where all itemsets with minimum support are found.
2. Transformation Phase, where frequent itemsets are mapped to integers
and transactions are replaced by their sets of frequent itemsets.
3. Sequence Phase, where all frequent sequential patterns are found.
The same measures of interestingness as for associations are used. The prob-
lem of determining the interesting rules remains. Additionally, inter-transaction
statistical information might be availabe for each rule such as the average time
between two itemsets. Table 2.2 gives an example of sequence rules, sorted by
support.
Table 2.2: Example of Sequence Rules for Market Basket Analysis
Sequence Rule Support Conﬁdence Lift
[Cider] + [Champagne] ==> [Toy car] 25.00% 85.71% 0.44
[Toy car] >>> [Cider] ==> [Toy car] 25.00% 66.67% 0.41
[Cider] >>> [Cream] ==> [Cream] 25.00% 54.55% 0.37
[Cider] + [Champagne] ==> [Cream] 20.83% 71.43% 0.35
[Cider] + [Champagne] ==> [Cider] 20.83% 71.43% 0.49
[Cider] >>> [Toy car] ==> [Cider] 20.83% 55.56% 0.46
[Cider] >>> [Cider] ==> [Cider] 20.83% 55.56% 0.20
[Lime juice] >>> [Cider] ==> [Mineral water] 20.83% 83.33% 2.82
[Cider] >>> [Toy car] ==> [Toy car] 20.83% 55.56% 0.34
Other examples of uses are quality assurance (if part A breaks, there is a high
chance part B will break within the next x months), health care (symptom A
might be an early sign of illness B), or predicting customer behaviour in other
(ﬁnancial) transactions.
All these cases work on a large amount of relatively small transactions. A diﬀerent
kind of sequential patterns is used for ﬁnding similar subsequences within the
same (large) sequence, e.g. in genetics (“motifs”)[Han04], or in combination with
prime numbers. [JKK01] gives a combined approach for both cases.
2.6 PMML
Models created during a data mining process can be stored and exchanged using
the Predictive Model Markup Language (PMML), a vendor-independent stan-
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dard. It is a mark up language to describe statistical and data mining models.
[Dat04]
PMML describes the inputs to data mining models, the transformations used
prior to prepare data for data mining, and the parameters which deﬁne the models
themselves. It is used for a wide variety of applications, including applications in
ﬁnance, e-business, direct marketing, manufacturing, and defense.
Model types (algorithms) available for PMML include cluster models, naive bayes,
neural networks, decision trees, or support vector machines. The following code
snippet gives a PMML example for a sequence model. First the meta data are
deﬁned, followed by items, itemsets, sequences, and sequence rules. Deleted code
parts are replaced by [...].
The hierarchy of elements gets visible: A sequence rule is combined of sequences,
which is combined of itemsets, which are combined of items.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<PMML version="3.1">
<Header copyright="Copyright IBM Corp. 2002, 2005 All Rights Reserved">
<Application name="IBM DB2 Intelligent Miner" version="9.1"/>
<Timestamp>2005-11-14 17:11:52</Timestamp>
</Header>
<MiningBuildTask>
<Extension name="DM_ruleBldTask">
&lt;?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?> [...] </Extension>
</MiningBuildTask>
<DataDictionary numberOfFields="5">
<DataField name="CUSTOMER_ID" displayName="CUSTOMER_ID"
optype="categorical"/>
<DataField name="TRANSDATE" displayName="TRANSDATE" optype="continuous"
dataType="dateDaysSince[0001]"/>
<DataField name="ITEMID" displayName="ITEMID" optype="categorical"/>
<DataField name="STOREID" displayName="STOREID" optype="categorical"/>
<DataField name="TRANSID" displayName="TRANSID" optype="categorical"/>
</DataDictionary>
<SequenceModel modelName="RetailSequencesModel" functionName="sequences"
algorithmName="SIDFAS" numberOfTransactions="175"
maxNumberOfItemsPerTransaction="83"
avgNumberOfItemsPerTransaction="5.33142857142857"
numberOfTransactionGroups="24" maxNumberOfTAsPerTAGroup="11"
avgNumberOfTAsPerTAGroup="7.29166666666667" x-quality="1">
<MiningSchema>
<MiningField name="CUSTOMER_ID" usageType="group"/>
<MiningField name="TRANSDATE" usageType="order"/>
<MiningField name="ITEMID"/>
<MiningField name="STOREID"/>
<MiningField name="TRANSID"/>
</MiningSchema>
<Constraints minimumNumberOfItems="2" maximumNumberOfItems="3"
maximumNumberOfAntecedentItems="2" maximumNumberOfConsequentItems="2"
minimumSupport="0.05" minimumConfidence="0" minimumLift="0"/>
<Item id="1" value="177" mappedValue="Cognac"/>
<Item id="2" value="129" mappedValue="Cream"/>
<Item id="3" value="117" mappedValue="Red Italian wine"/>
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<Item id="31" value="178"/>
[...]
<Itemset id="1" support="0.375" numberOfItems="1">
<ItemRef itemRef="1"/>
</Itemset>
<Itemset id="2" support="0.0833333333333333" numberOfItems="2">
<ItemRef itemRef="1"/>
<ItemRef itemRef="2"/>
</Itemset>
[...]
<Sequence id="1" numberOfSets="2" occurrence="5" support="0.20833">
<SetReference setId="1"/>
<Delimiter delimiter="acrossTimeWindows" gap="unknown"/>
<Time min="5.00003" max="7.99994" mean="6.79998"
standardDeviation="1.16615"/>
<SetReference setId="4"/>
<Time min="5.00003" max="7.99994" mean="6.79998"
standardDeviation="1.16615"/>
</Sequence>
[...]
<SequenceRule id="1" numberOfSets="2" occurrence="5" support="0.20833"
confidence="0.55556" lift="2.10526">
<AntecedentSequence>
<SequenceReference seqId="5"/>
</AntecedentSequence>
<Delimiter delimiter="acrossTimeWindows" gap="unknown"/>
<Time min="5" max="7.9999" mean="6.8" standardDeviation="1.1662"/>
<ConsequentSequence>
<SequenceReference seqId="7"/>
</ConsequentSequence>
<Time min="5" max="7.9999" mean="6.8" standardDeviation="1.1662"/>
</SequenceRule>
[...]
</SequenceModel>
</PMML>
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Caveman, today
3.1 Goals of Visualization
Caveman paintings are among the oldest known visualizations made by humans.
Nowadays, computers are used to visualize computer data. The goals of visual-
ization, according to [SM00], are
• analysis,
• understanding, and
• communication
of
• models,
• concepts, and
• data
in science and engineering. Visualization can therefore be grouped into
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• explorative analysis,
• conﬁrmative analysis, and
• presentation.
Explorative analysis is typically an interactive, undirected search for information
and structures where no hypothesis is given in advance. Conﬁrmative analysis is
used to verify or reject a thesis. Presentation is used to visualize and communicate
results.
3.2 Quality of Visualization
3.2.1 Quality Factors
Diﬀerent factors inﬂuence the quality of a visualization. All of them have to be
considered for developing a visualization:
• type and structure of data, such as categorical or numerical data and num-
ber of dimensions
• editing purpose of visualization, like the goals discussed in section 3.1
• previous knowledge of users, speciﬁcally for beginners or experts
• visual capabilities and bias of the user, like user-selectable color maps
• domain-speciﬁc conventions, such as typical symbols for a certain domain
• traits of the destination media, such as color resolution
General goals for a good visualization are listed below and discussed in the next
sections:
• Expressiveness
• Eﬀectivity
• Adequacy
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3.2.2 Expressivity
Expressivity is the ability of a visualization to show the data as straight and
pristine as possible. This often depends on the type of data to be visualized.
Figure 3.1 shows two diﬀerent visualizations of the same data. Version (a) is
expressive, whereas version (b) is not.
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(a) Scatter Plot
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(b) Bar Chart
Figure 3.1: Expressivity of Visual Representations: Visualization of the same
data as (a) scatter plot and (b) bar chart. Version (b) is not expressive since the
length of the bars suggests a qualitative rating like Sweden is better than Japan.
[SM00]
3.2.3 Eﬀectiveness
Given several expressive visualizations of the same data, some of them might be
“better” then other. A quality criterion is eﬀectiveness, which takes purpose and
destination media in context of the user of this visualization into account. As an
example, Figure 3.2 shows two expressive visualizations. In version (b), a user
can see that larger circles mean more (higher prices in this context), for version
(a) the legend has to be used to identify the meaning of the symbols.
3.2.4 Adequacy
A diﬀerent perspective of visualization is its cost and value. Calculating visu-
alization needs resources, so this also has to be evaluated. Adequacy is a good
relation of cost and value. It does not describe the visual result, but the process to
come to this result. Adequacy is highly related to eﬀectiveness, e.g. long-running
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Figure 3.2: Eﬀectiveness of Visual Representations: Housing prices of a region
represented as (a) shapes and (b) circles of diﬀerent size. Version (b) is more
eﬀective since the circle size directly correlates to the housing price. [SM00]
calculations leading to timely, physical or cognitive costs on the user side are not
very eﬀective.
3.3 Screen Design
The previous sections covered visualization itself. Typically, visualization is a
component of a visualization system that has several visual elements on a screen.
[Thi01] categorizes such elements and shows examples based on a website. For
an interactive system, eﬀective screen design includes following elements:
• orientation elements, that answer “Where am I?”
• navigation elements, that answer “What else can I do?”
• content elements
• screen layout elements, that organize the content on the screen
• interaction elements, that react on user input and show that the system
“understands” the user
• motivation elements, that are of psychological nature and keep the user
interested
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Elements can have properties, parameters. For visualization in 2D, [Ber81] lists
as parameters:
• position (x,y)
• size
• luminosity
• texture
• color
• direction or orientation
• shape
In the next chapter, existing visualizations are analyzed according to above cri-
terias and special characteristics of the visualizations.
164 Existing Visualizations
The entrepreneur is essentially a visualizer and an actualizer... He can
visualize something, and when he visualizes it he sees exactly how to make it
happen.
Robert L. Schwartz
4.1 Introduction
Visualizations in the next sections are grouped into graph-, or matrix-based visu-
alizations, a combination of both, or other. Each visualization is presented with
the purpose where it is used for.
Some of the diagrams are used for association visualization. Associations are
similar to sequences of length two without time information. Therefore, visual-
izations for associations might also be useful for sequences.
One purpose is correlation visualization: looking for repeated parts in a (long)
sequence. This sequence can be e.g. a gene sequence, a character string or
bytecode. In genetics, those repeated parts (like all parts of a sequence) are called
subsequences. For example, in the sequence ABCDEFGABCHI, the subsequence ABC
appears twice. Correlation visualization typically diﬀers from other sequences
visualization.
4.2 Matrix-Based Visualization
Matrix-based visualization shows content in some kind of a grid. The grid itself
does not need to be shown, but the position in a grid has a certain meaning.
That means, for a case in two dimensions, the x/y coordinates
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4.2.1 Dotplots
The oldest graphical representation for correlation is a dotplot, an auto-
correlation matrix. In case index[i]==index[j], a black dot is set on position
i,j, else it remains white. Larger subsequences appear as diagonal lines. Several
sequences of diﬀerent length can be compared, as Figure 4.1 shows. To visualize
much larger sequences, the concept has been enhanced to use other similarity
functions than identity. Colors can be used to show the degree of similarity.
Furthermore, the granularity of subsequences can be changed so that e.g. subse-
quences of length 5 are compared instead of length 1. Software for large dotplots
typically uses a separate window for details of a selection [CH93].
Figure 4.1: Dotplot of Two DNA Sequences (7000 Nucleotides) [CH93]
4.2.2 Associations
A starting point for association visualization is typically a table of associations,
like Figure 4.2 shows. This ﬁgure shows a solution where color coding is possible.
Colors and the color source (support) are selectable.
Associations can also be arranged in a dotplot-like matrix. Each axis contains
all itemsets in the same order, where one axis represents the head (consequent)
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of the rule, the other one the body (antecedent). If a rule exists on position
consequent,antecedent, this position is highlighted in some way. In 2D, color
can be used to describe one value such as support. In 3D, like Figure 4.3, addi-
tionally the height of the bar can represent another value.
A mix of table and dotplot shows Figure 4.4: one line per rule, one column per
itemset, plus two additional columns for conﬁdence and support. At position
rule,itemset a color displays if the itemset exists in this rule in body, head, or
none of them. Since height and color are used mutually exlusive, the visualization
can be transformed to 2D without loss of information.
When using 3D systems, the axes are labeled, but the diagram content is not. As
an interactive element, moving the mouse cursor over a certain diagram content
displays details of that content.
Figure 4.2: Associations as Colored Table
4.3 Graph-Based Visualization
In graph-based visualizations, content is represented as directed or undirected
graphs. Nodes are connected by lines or arrows. The position of those nodes has
no special meaning.
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(a) Zoomed Out (b) Zoomed In
Figure 4.3: Association Matrix (Dotplot) in 3D [SGI96]
Figure 4.4: “Flattened” Association Matrix in 3D [WWT99]
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4.3.1 Weblog Mining
In weblog mining, also called link analysis, the path visitors go through several
webpages are analyzed. In this understanding, a sequence is a sorted list of
items (webpages). Itemsets are unknown. An example for a visitor path is
index.html >>> b.html >>> c.html >>> index.html >>> d.html.
To see the visitor’s navigation, visualizations such as Figure 4.5 are used. It
shows a website structure and the path of a single user visit as a directed graph.
Diﬀerent colors are used to distinguish between website structure and path of the
user, diﬀerent icons represent diﬀerent transfer protocols like http and ftp. For
cycles the user goes, it is not possible to determine how often the cycle appeared.
Time information is not shown, but could easily be added as graph labels.
Figure 4.5: Websession Sequence (red) in Context of the Whole Webpage
(Sitemap, blue) [HVM95]
A visualization of further aggregation of weblogs, to see how often certain pages
are visited, allows Figure 4.6. Webpages are layed out on a circle. This circle
itself has no further meaning. Connections between webpages are made as lines.
The size of the circle (or dot) as representation of a webpage depends on how
often it was visited. Therefore it is clearly visible which pages are often visited.
Additionally, for contrast purposes, color fades are used. Sections or downloads
on a certain webpage are set around the original page. Time information is not
shown. Interaction is required to see which webpage belongs to which point.
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Figure 4.6: Weblog as Circle [YDZ03]
Figure 4.7: Weblog as Circle in 3D [YDZ03]
224.4 Combined Graph- and Matrix-Based Visualization
A 3D version, which by nature requires more interaction, is shown in Figure 4.7.
The 3rd dimension is used for accessed parts of the original page on top, like
pictures.
4.3.2 Associations
In mathematics, matrices like in Figure 4.1 or 4.3 are a known way to store
graphs.1
A visualization system for 2D graphs shows Figure 4.8. Itemsets are represented
as circles, associations as arrows. Each itemset and association appears once.2
Circle size and arrow length have no meaning. Adjustable are arrow width (rule
lift in the ﬁgure), arrow color (rule support) and circle color (itemset support).
Arrows do not cross, although they can overlap depending on their width.
That picture includes two graphs. Since itemsets of the upper graph do not
appear in rules of the lower graph, both graphs are not connected.
A 3D equivalent shows Figure 4.9. Again, itemsets are balls and associations are
arrows, each appears once. The size of the ball stands for support, the color has
an adjustable meaning.
4.4 Combined Graph- and Matrix-Based
Visualization
4.4.1 Weblog Mining
In link analysis, often a diagram like in Figure 4.10 is used, which in this case is
in polar view. Items (webpages) are represented as colored dots. A certain color
stands for a certain item. Each item can appear multiple times. Axes are used
for measures like support or conﬁdence, e.g. the higher support and conﬁdence
are, the more top right it is. Lines can be added to mark important connections
between items.
Funnel visualization as in Figure 4.11 is a diﬀerent concept which concentrates on
the start and end of a sequence. It is a directed graph, where each node contains
a table of the most interesting items (high support). Diﬀerent nodes can contain
1 In computer science, other techniques are often prefered, especially for sparse matrices.
2 Items can occur multiple times as part of diﬀerent itemsets.
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Figure 4.8: Association Graph in 2D
Figure 4.9: Association Graph in 3D [HDH+]
244.4 Combined Graph- and Matrix-Based Visualization
Figure 4.10: Polar View of Link Analysis [SAS03]
Figure 4.11: Funnel Visualization [Goo05]
254.4 Combined Graph- and Matrix-Based Visualization
the same items. Time order, but no absolute time is integrated. Top nodes are
more important. Funnel visualization and path visualization are explained in
[Web04] (product-speciﬁc).
4.4.2 UML Sequence Diagram
The Uniﬁed Modeling Language (UML) deﬁnes a UML Sequence Diagram
[Obj05a]:
A sequence diagram describes an Interaction by focusing on the se-
quence of Messages that are exchanged, along with their correspond-
ing OccurrenceSpeciﬁcations on the Lifelines.
One axis stands for time, another axis shows items. In such a diagram, x and y
position describe when an item “acts”, which is drawn as a bar. Those bars are
connected by labeled arrows, the label contains the message exchanged between
items. Sequence Diagrams are similar to Gantt diagrams, rotated by 90 degree.
InstanceA : InstanceB :
helloMsg
ackMsg
{0 ms}
{10.2 ms}
{4.7 ms}
{1.5 ms}
{2 ms}
{11 ms}
Figure 4.12: UML Sequence Diagram [Obj05b]
4.4.3 Route Diagram
When driving from A over B to C, this can also be seen as a sequence, similar
to navigating on websites. Route diagrams for public transport are a well-known
way of visualizing such sequences. [MS95] describes them as following:
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Instead of maintaining the geographically correct position and ori-
entation of each line, these diagrams maintain topological accuracy
while introducing simplifying generalizations that regularize the po-
sitions and orientations of lines, stations, and transfer points.
Figure 4.13 gives an example with the route diagram of the London Underground.
Sequences (lines) are color-coded, each sequence has another color. Sequences
with same subsequences are layed out next to each other. Items (stations) are
shown as short lines or circles with variations. Larger stations result in combined
circles.
In contrast to graphs in previous sections, route diagrams show elements that
already have a natural order.
Figure 4.13: Center of the Route Diagram for London’s Tube [Tub05]
4.5 Other Visualizations
Visualizations that do not belong to the previous three groups are mentioned
here.
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4.5.1 Arc Diagrams
Whereas dotplots for correlation visualization always use n2 space for a sequence
of length n, arc diagrams use less than half of it. Similar subsequences are con-
nected by an arc. [Wat02] contains further comparisons and suggests a ﬁltering
(e.g. by sequence length) to see important subsequences. One application is mu-
sic analysis, as shown in Figure 4.14. Colors are not used, but luminosity changes
for parts of arcs because of overlapping.
Figure 4.14: Arc Diagram for a Track of the Song “Enjoy the Silence” by Depeche
Mode [Wat01]
4.5.2 Circles
For analyzing large genomes in bioinformatics, a circle-based visualization like in
Figure 4.15 is used. The outer circle shows a sequence where speciﬁc attributes
are color-coded. It can be seen as a long string (or matrix) formed as a circle since
the degree position stands for an item. The usage of color changes in the inner
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circles: each circle has one color, representing one sequence. The circle’s thickness
at a speciﬁc position displays the similarity based on a similarity function, e.g.
thickness of only one dot means zero similarity, full thickness means identity.
Figure 4.15: Whole Genome Alignments of Five Listeria Strains/Species [GHC04]
4.6 Summary
Several visualizations for diﬀerent purposes were shown. The same data can
be represented in diﬀerent ways, depending on what a user wants to see. Fur-
thermore, visualizations for subsequences are totally diﬀerent from overview di-
agrams. Levels of interaction depend on the number of data presented. 3D
visualizations tend to need more interaction, e.g. because of overlapping ele-
ments.
For the sequences described in section 2.5, none of the previous solutions shows
the important information. Time details are not clearly visible.
Assuming several hundreds of sequence rules with length up to ten, a system is
developed in the next chapter that combines an overview for sequence rules with
visualization for subsequences.
295 New Concept
There is nothing worse than a sharp image of a fuzzy concept.
Ansel Adams
5.1 Requirements
Graphical presentations in the previous chapter ﬁt certain needs. Based on a
scenario, requirements will be deﬁned in this section. A system will be explained
that fulﬁlls these requirements.
Scenario: A user runs sequential pattern analysis. He wants to understand
and use the results based on their business impact. To reduce the number and
complexity of the results, he adjusts algorithm parameters. The ﬁnal result will
be typically less than 100 rules with a maximum length of 5.1
Those rules should be visualized. Important requirements to deﬁne the needs for
a solution are shown in Figure 5.1.
Based on a model that contains sequence rules, a user—in this case a Business
Analyst—should be able to
• recognize important subsequences/itemsets visually. The system should
• show details for selected sequence rule(s), and
• show repeated itemsets.
Therefore rules and itemsets are of most interest, not the items. The rules as
result of the sequential pattern analysis are stored in a model. Within a visual-
ization application, the user should be able to achive previously mentioned three
actions (use cases). Importance of a subsequence or itemset can be shown by one
of the properties given in section 3.3, which should be adjustable.
1 Based on oral conversation with Dr. Ansgar Dorneich, 2005-10-19
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Recognize important
subsequences/itemsets visually
Show details for
selected sequence rule(s)
Show repeated itemsets
Business Analyst
Model
Sequences: Graphical Presentation
Figure 5.1: UML Use Case Diagram for Graphical Presentation
To show all rules at once and highlight the important ones will require some kind
of overview diagram which can not hold details. Visualizations in the last chapter
also concentrated on details or overview, not both at once. Therefore diﬀerent
forms of visualization are suggested in the next sections.
How can existing visualizations be used? A tabular presentation is always possi-
ble, but might be hard to read. Dotplots and circle visualizations concentrate on
very long sequences, funnel visualization mostly on beginning and end. Associa-
tion matrices only work for sequences of length two. A UML sequence diagram
shows exactly one sequence, same for an arc diagram. Graph-based diagrams
might be extensible to appropriately show sequences. Graphs will be used in the
next sections.
5.2 Levels of Details
5.2.1 Simple Graph: Details View
A simple graphical presentation of a sequence rule can be achieved by connecting
circles (itemsets) with lines, as shown in Figure 5.2 (a). This is a directed graph,
read from left to right. Multiple rules can be stacked, so they make a list or
can be inserted in a table. Figure 5.2 shows the graphs for the sequence rules
A ==> B, A >>> B ==> C, and A ==> D.
More data that can also be visualized are the rules’ and the itemsets’ statistical
data. Given the element properties in Chapter 3.3, size and color of the circle can
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A B
C A B
A D
(a) Equal time (timestep)
A B
C A B
A D
(b) Diﬀerent times
Figure 5.2: List of Simple Graphs
be used to simultaneously represent two itemset properties, such as support and
lift. For adjustments of the size, diﬀerent scales like linear or logarithmic scaling
might be helpful. A minimum and a maximum size might also be provided.
Statistical data of the rules include “overall” data like support and conﬁdence,
but also inter-itemset grouped timing data, such as average time. Such inter-
itemset data can be visualized in the arrow between itemsets. The parameters
color, length and width can represent three values at once.
All elements of a graph are already used to represent data, so there are not many
options left for the overall rules data. Luminosity of the whole graph is one
option. Graphs, that are decided to be not that important, could therefore be
less visible. Another option is to use the background color as representation of
one value.
A heavy use of colors for circles, arrows and background color might be very
confusing to the user. With support, lift, and conﬁdence there are at least three
values per rule that can show importance in contrast to only two representations.
A solution is to simply combine a textual table with the graph as in Figure 5.3.
With one rule per line, such a table can have multiple columns with statistical
data and also a graph column.
A disadvantage of a list of simple graphs is, that it can be a long list where a
user has to scroll and might need sorting capabilities.
A B
C A B
A D
ID Graph Statistics
1
2
3
...
...
...
Figure 5.3: Colored Graphs in Table
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All properties are summarized in Tab. 5.1.
Table 5.1: Properties for Simple Graphs
Element Usage
node label name of itemset
node shape circle
node color adjustabe (default: itemset support)
node size adjustabe, no meaning
node position adjustable, no meaning
edge label adjustable
edge shape line with arrow
edge color adjustable, no meaning
edge length ﬁxed (timestep) or adjustable (time)
edge width adjustable
edge position adjustable, no meaning
5.2.2 Merged Graphs
To reduce the mentioned disadvantage with simple graphs, graphs can be merged.
If several rules have common itemsets, it is possible to merge them without loss
of information, as shown in Figure 5.4.
A C B
E D B
A D B
(a) Simple graphs with possible
merges
C
B
A
E D
(b) Invalid merge, because one path
is not included in the original set of
rules
E B
C
A B
D
D
(c) Start-merge
C
B
A
A B
E
D
(d) End-merge
Figure 5.4: Diﬀerent Merges of the Same Three Sequence Rules
The proposed merge requires, that every path from a start point (node without
predecessor) to an endpoint (node without successor) is included in the original
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set of rules. If this is not the case, merging is not allowed, as Figure 5.4 (b)
shows.
When giving a layout or reading convention, here left to right, no further hints are
necessary to mark start and end circles (nodes) of a graph. When using arrows
instead of lines, this layout convention is visible without further explanations to
a user.
Shown information per itemset, like color or size of a circle, are possible as in
the previous section. Information on or as lines or arrows need to diﬀer from the
previous section in case that part of the graph is merged.
Multiple solutions for merging are possible, as Figure 5.4 (c) and (d) picture.
Which one to chose should be selectable by the user. Such merged graphs are also
sometimes used to explain the progress of the rule construction for associations
and sequences.
All properties are summarized in Tab. 5.2.
Table 5.2: Properties for Merged Graphs
Element Usage
node label name of itemset
node shape circle
node color adjustabe (default: itemset support)
node size adjustabe, no meaning
node position adjustable, no meaning
edge label adjustable
edge shape line with arrow
edge color adjustable
edge length adjustable, no meaning
edge width adjustable
edge position adjustable, no meaning
5.2.3 Maximum Merge: Overview Diagram
When giving up the path-requirement from the previous section, graphs can
be further merged so that each itemset appears exactly once. If there exists a
subsequence like A ==> B, both itemsets are connected in the graph. Therefore,
every relation between itemsets becomes visible in such an overview graph. This
is equal to splitting rules into subsequences of length 2, and handling them as
associations like in Figure 4.2. Figure 5.5 gives an example, how it might look
for sequences.
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D
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F
Figure 5.5: Sequence Rules Overview Graph
Such high aggregation results in some graph-properties as shown in Figure 5.6.
The triangle inequality is not valid, that means the length of an edge can not be
used to represent a value. Furthermore, edges may intersect, which was not the
case for associations.
D A
B
6 3
2
(a) triangle inequality is invalid
for weighting of the connections
A
B
C
D
(b) connections may in-
tersect
Figure 5.6: Properties of Connections in 2D
The overview graph can be drawn as undirected graph or as directed graph given
some more information. The width of an edge can represent the number of
subsequences aggregated into this edge. Alternatively, multiple smaller edges
next to each other as in Figure 4.13 are another option, but might be harder
to read with an increasing number of edges. Labels on edges and nodes provide
additional information.
A layout algorithm is needed to arrange the graph as readable as possible. [Nag04]
gives several options, but this topic will not be discussed here.
All properties are summarized in Tab. 5.3.
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Table 5.3: Properties for Overview Diagram
Element Usage
node label name of itemset
node shape circle
node color adjustabe (default: itemset support)
node size adjustabe
node position adjustable, no meaning
edge label adjustable
edge shape line (with arrows)
edge color adjustable
edge length adjustable, no meaning
edge width adjustable (default: number of aggregations)
edge position adjustable, no meaning
5.3 Repetitions
In a sequence rule like A >>> B ==> B, the itemset B appears twice. When graphs
are labeled, such repetitions can be recognized by a user by reading. To increase
the speed of recognition, more visual guidance can be helpful.
When viewing a simple graph, an arc diagram already gives a solution. Arcs can
be used to connect identical itemsets or subsequences. This also increases the
needed space for the graph.
Another solution is to change the node. The best property to change is its shape,
since it was constant in previous sections. Therefore, a diﬀerent shape will be
recognized very easily. Figure 5.7 shows both ways. One arc is reduced in height
to save space.
A B B A
(a) Using arcs to visualize repetition
A B B A
(b) Using diﬀerent shapes to visualize repeti-
tion
Figure 5.7: Diﬀerent Ways to Visualize Repetitions
Every repetition needs a diﬀerent shape for the node. In an overview diagram,
where detail information is not visible, a special shape can be used to indicate
repetition.
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5.4 Combined System
5.4.1 Solution for Use Cases
So far, diﬀerent levels of details and aggregations in diﬀerent graphs were shown.
Furthermore, ways of indicating repetition were discussed. To complete the re-
quirements from the beginning of this chapter, all solutions have to be integrated
into one application.
To recognize important subsequences/itemsets visually, the user should start with
an overview diagram. Default values for its properties, like color of a node (circle)
standing for itemset support, result in an instant indication of importance values.
All properties are adjustable by the user to his own needs.
Identiﬁcation of repeated itemsets can either be done automatically when loading
the model or on user request by a simple action like clicking a button. Repeated
itemsets in the overview diagram are represented by a diﬀerent shape.
Elements in the overview diagram can be selected. Details for selected rules
should be presented in a diﬀerent view containing simple graphs. They can also be
arranged in a table, as shown in Figure 5.3. Both views should be synchronized—
selecting an element in one view updates the selection in the other view.
5.4.2 Screen Design Elements
Screen design elements were discussed in Chapter 3.3. As a combined orienta-
tion and navigation element, an additional rules browser is suggested. Rules,
sequences, itemsets and items build a hierarchy that can be organized in a tree
structure. Therefore, each rule contains sequences, itemsets and items which can
be arranged as leaves belonging to a rule node. Selecting a sequence re-arranges
the tree to have itemsets and items belonging to sequences as leaves, as well as
rules that contain those sequences. This case is shown in Figure 5.8. Selections
should be synchronized to graph views.
Options to adjust properties should be visible in interaction elements as in Fig-
ure 5.9.
Panels to include the views are used as layout elements. Furthere screen elements
are not discussed.
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Figure 5.8: Browser
Figure 5.9: Options as Legend
386 Summary
After describing data mining in general and its usage, associations and sequences
were described. Existing visualizations for sequential patterns and alike were
shown and analyzed. A scenario was given where those visualizations do not
fulﬁll the user’s needs.
Important itemsets and subsequences should be presented at a glance. Details
for certain sequences should be shown. Additionally, repeated itemset are of
special interest. New ways of visualizing sequential patterns that build on existing
solutions are described to solve these problems. Multiple options are possible. A
combined system is developed that allows for easy navigation through sequence
rules.
As future work, such a system could be implemented, and evaluated by users.
The system uses default values for several options like color or width of graphical
elements. With user tests, they could be further optimized to ﬁnd defaults that
ﬁnd most users useful.
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